The Revolutionary T political authority, Wordsworth felt a similar need to dramatize a version of himself that might solidify a new form of personal authority in the wake of the destabilizing effect of eighteenthcentury anxieties about the 'soul' and the 'self. Eighteenth and nineteenth-century literary constructions of personal identity (Rousseau, Wordsworth, Mill) are often tied to the need to reimagine the T as a rhetorical and biographical speaker who gains new power in light of emerging ideas about democracy, personal liberty, and artistic freedom.
The notion of needing to act or perform, so important to Fran<;ois Furet's critique of revolutionary history, shades over into the need to become an actor on the stage of history. This process is no less true for rhetorical and textual 'actors' than for political and social ones. For Furet, 'the act by which each individual citizen continually establishes the general will' is at the center of the revolutionary model of social order; or, as Hunt says of Furet' s analysis of revolutionary language: 'Language becomes an expression of power, and power is expressed by the right to speak for the people? This view derives ultimately from Rousseau, whose own complex roleplaying reminds us that dramatized 'selves', as actors, contribute to all revolutions. Every French baker, doctor, teacher, or seamstress who became a revolutionary had to, at some point, see his or her own role in dramatic terms: the individual assumes the mask(s) of the revolution in order to gain extraordinary authority that supersedes his or her ordinary role as a player in the drama of daily life. Likewise, American planters, printers, and merchants had to 'become' new selves in the early 1770s in order to enact their emerging roles as revolutionaries. For Wordsworth, the act of writing his identity in poetic texts becomes a similar way of regenerating himself and providing a model for the regeneration of others, perhaps particularly Coleridge. To live in a text, however, Wordsworth must present a dramatic character that fulfills the expectations of the story he is telling, anT that will satisfy not only himself, but also Coleridge, Dorothy, and all of the other potential readers implied in the communal model for poetry first described in the 1800 'Preface' to Lyrical Ballads.
Hunt claims that language was fundamentally important to revolutionary action in France because it became a substitute locus for power that had previously resided in the now-silent (literally headless) king: 'charisma came to be most concretely located in words, that is, in the ability to speak for the Nation' (p. 26). There is a
